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SET still be volatile, lack of positive factors supporting.
Investment Ideas:
 Investment overview - We expect the SET today to move in a range of 1,635-1,660 points.









Expect SET lack of positive factors supporting, then expect the SET to continue moving
in a sideway to sideway down. In addition, U.S. economic factors, such as the lowest
number of unemployment benefits in more than 50 years, as well as an increase in the
GDP forecast in 3Q21 from 2.0% to 2.1% helped the Fed raise interest rates faster than
expected and support the Fed's QE cut at the 14-15 December monetary policy meeting.
We maintain our original investment strategy. We also weigh the stocks in the portfolio
50%. We recommend investing in core investment stocks, especially stocks that benefit
from recovering domestic purchasing power, including stocks in the re-opening group
that we recommend continuously and Selective stocks with unique positive factors in a
speculative manner such as BLA, PTG, SPRC, TOP, WHA and AMATA.
Expect crude oil price volatility. Recommend to invest in oil stations and refinery, choosing PTG,
SPRC and TOP as top picks. - Crude oil price remains volatile. We maintain our negative outlook
on crude oil prices. In the short-term, there is still a supporting factor from Seasonal Demand,
but there are still risk factors from the resumption of lockdown measures to control the spread
of COVID-19 in Europe, as supply problems eased in the short-term after the U.S. its five allies
announced they have drained lower strategic reserves than Market consensus had previously
expected. While OPEC+'s stance continues its plan to increase production by 400,000 barrels
per day. For crude oil production in Jan 2022 (following the OPEC+ meeting on 2 Dec. However,
we believe that the supply trend for the remainder of 2021 to early 2022 will continue to increase
from both OPEC+ and Non-OPEC, including if sanctions on Iran are lifted will allow Iran to
resume production and more crude oil exports (We haven't given this weight yet.). While the
Seasonal Demand picture is exhausted in early 2022, we expect global crude reserves to
increase. This will be a factor pressuring the price of crude oil. We reassess our investment in
oil station stocks such as OR, PTG and SUSCO due to limited downside valuation after reflecting
many negative factors. We still choose PTG as a top pick, as well as refineries on a limited
downside of GRM at the current level. We choose SPRC and TOP as the top picks, while the
COVID-19 situation in the past 2 years has hindered investment in expanding refining capacity.
Therefore, we do not expect any new refineries to enter the market during 2022-2024, making
the refinery sector attractive in the long run.
The MPG approves to adjust the B100 formula and maintains the market value, we believe that
PTG share price has limited downside and still recommends "Buy" - The Energy Policy
Administration Board (MPG) has a resolution to mitigate the impact of rising diesel prices by the
Ministry of Energy. There is a way to reduce the proportion of biodiesel blends in diesel fuel to
a single blend ratio of 7% (B7) from the original blends of 7%, 10% and 20%, which will be
implemented in Dec 2021 - Mar 2022 with a request to maintain the diesel market value of not
more than Bt1.40 per liter, which is expected to cause diesel prices to be at Bt28 per liter. We
view it as a negative impact on PTG in terms of a 20% reduction in marketing margin, but This
will be offset from the expected 17-20% recovery in oil sales volume from tourism, agriculture
and transportation sectors after the economic reopening while reducing the proportion of
biodiesel. We expect it will not affect the company due to the company's current production
capacity of 500,000 liters per day, but PTG uses approximately 7-8 hundred thousand liters of
biodiesel per day, Including the use of biodiesel B7 mainly accounts for more than 50% of the
total diesel. We expect 4Q21 earnings to be limited from the impact of this impact.
The government encourages the EEC, we view the benefit for stocks in the industrial estate
sector, choosing WHA and AMATA as the top picks. Government targets to stimulate the EEC
project
S of Bt500bn by 2022, supporting GDP in 3 provinces, growing 6.3%, as well as moving
forward to handover land to build an airport. Our analysts have a positive view, especially the
shares in the industrial estate group. This will increase the attractiveness and interest of
investors who plan to relocate or increase production capacity, especially during 2022 is
expected to see pent up demand from investors, especially Chinese and Taiwanese, who are
interested in visiting and doing land transactions in the EEC. We choose WHA and AMATA as
the Top Picks that will benefit from opening the country and it is expected to see a significant
recovery in both sales and land transfers in 2022-23.
Technical View - Recommended stocks are KSL, TISCO and XO.

Major Indices
SET
SET50
SET P/E (x)
SET P/BV (x)
SET Div. Yield (%)
Market Cap (Btmn)
Trading Value (Btmn)
US
Dow Jones
S&P 500
NASDAQ
Europe
UK
Germany
France
ASIA
Japan
China
Indonesia
Philippines
Commodity Futures
WTI Crude ($/barrel)
Brent Crude ($/barrel)
Gold ($/ounce)
FX Rates
USD/THB

Close
1,649.82
989.19
20.58
1.77
2.13
19,364,362.23
86,134.74

Chg
%Chg
+3.40
+0.21
+1.93
+0.20

35,804.38
4,701.46
15,845.23

-9.4
+10.8
+70.1

-0.03
+0.2
+0.5

7,286.32
15,878.39
7,042.23

+19.6
-58.6
-2.4

+0.3
-0.4
-0.03

29,302.66
3,592.70
6,683.28
7,419.10

-471.5
+3.6
+5.4
-

-1.6
+0.1
+0.1
-

78.25
82.2
1,784.3

-0.17
-0.12
+0.5

-0.22
-0.15
+0.03

33.29

+0.22

+0.67

Most Active Value
BANPU, ADVANC, TRUE, BANK and AOT
Sector: Top Gainer
ENERG, BANK, PETRO, ICT and INSUR
Sector: Top Loser
COMM, HELTH, ETRON, FIN and TRANS
Trading Summary (Btmn)
Buy
Institution
5,776
Proprietary
8,624
Foreign
35,529
Individuals
36,205

Sell
7,225
8,212
33,222
37,475

Net
-1,448
+412
+2,307
-1,270

Source: Bisnews, Bloomberg

CORE INVESTMENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Government continues to enhance EEC project (Trading within 1-2 months) - WHA and AMATA.
Recovery of purchasing power in the country (Trading within 1-2 months) - KBANK, TTB, ADVANC, CPF, CPALL, BJC, OSP, CBG, ORI, BDMS, BEM, ERW,
MAKRO, CRC and HMPRO.
Earnings Play 4Q21 (Trading within 1-2 months) - SC, ADVANC, OSP, HANA, KCE, TTB, SPALI, FSMART, PACO, FORTH and APURE.
Dividend Play (Trading more than 6 months) - KKP, TCAP, TASCO, PSH, TISCO, SPCG, SC, WHAUP, CTW, ORI, RATCH, TVO, TTW and SPALI.
Long term accumulative stocks (DCA) (Long-term trading over 1 year) - AOT, BEM, ADVANC, WHA, LH, CPALL, CPF, BDMS, HMPRO, KBANK and KKP..
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Daily Strategy
Foreign Markets: (InfoQuest)

•

•

U.S. stock markets: The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed at 35,804.38 points, down 9.42
points (-0.03%), the S&P500 closed at 4,701.46 points, up 10.76 points (+0.23%), and the Nasdaq
closed at 15,845.23 points, up 70.09 points (+0.44%). The Dow Jones Industrial Average fell from
earnings release of big companies lower than expected. However, the S&P500 and Nasdaq closed
in positive territory, supported by strong buying in real estate stocks and technology group. The
New York Stock Exchange will be closed Thursday, 25 Nov, for Thanksgiving Day and will be open
for trading for only half a day on Friday, 26 Nov.
European stock markets: The Stoxx Europe 600 index closed at 479.69 points, up 0.44 point
(+0.09%). European stock markets increased, recovering after 4 days decrease, helped by surging
telecommunications stocks, but the market rose only slightly because investors are still worried
about the epidemic situation of COVID-19 worse in Europe and the tendency for severe restrictive
measures to be taken to contain the epidemic.

Commodities: (InfoQuest)

•

•

•
•

Crude oil prices: WTI crude for December delivery closed at USD78.39 per barrel, down USD0.11
(-0.1%), and Brent for January delivery closed at USD82.25 per barrel, down USD0.06 (-0.1%). The
New York West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude futures fell after it was reported that the U.S. crude
oil reserves increased contrary to analysts' forecasts, while investors are watching OPEC+'s stance
in retaliation for measures by the U.S. and its allies that decided to drain crude oil from stockpiles.
New York oil markets will be closed today (25 Nov) for Thanksgiving.
Gold price: COMEX (Commodity Exchange) gold contract for December delivery closed at
USD1,784.3 per ounce, up USD0.50 (+0.03%). The New York gold futures rose which was driven by
speculative buying pressure after gold contracts fell for four consecutive days. However, gold
contracts rose only slightly as most investors sell gold as a safe haven after the U.S. releases strong
economic data.
Coal price: Coal futures (Newcastle) for December delivery closed at USD183.50 per ton, up USD6.5
(+3.67%).
Freight: Baltic Dry Index (BDI) closed at 2,654 points, down 61 points (-2.25%).

Other News:

•
•
•
•
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CPW reveals rising demand for IT products which raises outstanding sales of iPhone, hinting at
4Q21, focusing on recognize with revenue from Xiaomi, Samsung and IBIZ Plus, confident that this
year's performance will grow as the target of 20%, hoping the state has measures to stimulate
product purchases at the end of the year, also hints not to block crypto investments. (Thunhoon)
SMD guarantees this year's performance to a record high, also ready to increase the revenue target
to Bt1.55bn, receiving more demand for medical devices, prepare to deliver ATK in 4Q21 about
Bt25mn, with a total of Bt60-100mn. (Thunhoon)
NYT sees October auto exports recover which supporting the number of cars through the port
continued to improve but having to follow up with the chip shortage problem, if it gets better, it will
result in the continued improvement of the automotive industry. While looking at the next year, the
results will grow from this year with the merits of the EV car. (Thunhoon)
ILM aims for 2022 revenues to grow at least 10% from 2021 as the economy recovers - COVID-19
starting to unravel, as for 4Q21, believe that the performance is stronger than 3Q21by virtue of
loosening the lockdown to support, also ready to move forward with a budget of Bt400-500mn to
build more new branches. (Thunhoon)
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Daily Update as of

25 Nov 21

Commodity

Unit

WTI

$/bbl

Brent
Coal Futures

Close

Chg

%Chg

Impact

78.50

1.75

2.3%

+

PTTEP, TOP, BCP

$/bbl

82.31

2.61

3.3%

+

PTTEP, TOP, BCP

$/ton

183.50

6.50

3.7%

+

BANPU

Baltic Dry Index

Point

2,715.00

70.00

2.6%

+

PSL, TTA

Gold

$/ounce

1,788.70

-15.60

-0.9%

Copper

$/ton

9,721.00

111.00

1.2%

Sugar

Cent/lb

0.20

-0.00

-0.9%

-

KSL, KTIS, KBS, BRR

Rubber

JPY/kg

178.20

-1.70

-0.9%

-

STA, TRUBB

Crude Palm Oil

MYR/ton

1,268.75

7.75

0.6%

+ UVAN, CPI, VPO, LST

Soybean Oil

Cent/lb

60.14

0.72

1.2%

+

TVO

Soybean Meal

$/ton

362.50

-7.10

-1.9%

+

CPF, GFPT/ +TVO

Corn

$/ton

581.00

4.25

0.7%

-

CPF, GFPT

Dollar Index

Point

96.49

-0.01

0.0%

+

SET

VIX Index

%

18.58

-0.80

-4.1%

+

SET

US 10 Year Yield

%

1.64

-0.03

-1.7%

-

SET

Thai 10 Year Yield

%

1.97

-0.00

0.0%

-

SET

Bitcoin Future

Coin/$

58,360.00 2,030.00

3.6%

+ KCE, HANA, SVI, DELTA

Source: Infoquest, AWS

-6%

-4%

-2%

0%

2%

4%
2.3%

WTI

3.3%

Brent

3.7%

Coal Futures

2.6%

Baltic Dry Index

-0.9%

Gold

1.2%

Copper

Sugar

-0.9%

Rubber

-0.9%

0.6%

Crude Palm Oil

1.2%

Soybean Oil

-1.9%

Soybean Meal

0.7%

Corn

0.0%

Dollar Index

VIX Index

6%

-4.1%

US 10 Year Yield

Thai 10 Year Yield

Bitcoin Future

-1.7%

0.0%

3.6%

Source: Infoquest, AWS
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Date
22 Nov 21
22 Nov 21
23 Nov 21
24 Nov 21
24 Nov 21
24 Nov 21
24 Nov 21
24 Nov 21
24 Nov 21
25 Nov 21

Regions
US
CH
EU
US
US
US
US
US
US
US

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

1

2

3

4

5

Economic Indicators
Existing Home Sales (Oct)
BoC Interest Rate Decision
Markit PMI Composite (Nov)
Durable Goods Orders (Oct)
Non Defense Capital Goods Orders excl. Aircraft (Oct)
Gross Domestic Product (3Q)
Initial Jobless Claims
New Home Sales (Oct)
Crude Oil Inventories
FOMC Minutes

Nov-21
XD
UBIS @ 0.20 (18/11/21)

8

9

XD
MC @ 0.20 (25/11/21)

10

XD
QHPF @ 0.132 (25/11/21)

15
XD
CPNCG @ 0.24 (3/12/21)

22
XD
BRRGIF @ 0.10 (9/12/21)
FPT @ 0.34 (11/2/22)
RJH @ 1.10 (7/12/21)
SAAM @ 0.012 (7/12/21)
TPCH @ 0.343 (7/12/21)
UTP @ 0.40 (8/12/21)
WHABT @ 0.171 (8/12/21)
WHART @ 0.2553 (8/12/21)

29
XD
AIMCG @ 0.07 (13/12/21)
AIMIRT @ 0.2207 (13/12/21)
PJW @ 0.08 (9/12/21)
SPI @ 0.20 (14/12/21)

16
XD
TPRIME @ 0.0951 (3/12/21)

23
XD
AF @ 0.025 (8/12/21)
HREIT @ 0.1738 (23/12/21)
LPH @ 0.10 (9/12/21)

11

12

XD
DIF @ 0.261 (3/12/21)
POPF @ 0.247 (3/12/21)
PPF @ 0.175 (3/12/21)
RAM @ 0.90 (26/11/21)
SIRIP @ 0.0511 (3/12/21)
TMILL @ 0.08 (25/11/21)
TSTE @ 0.06 (26/11/21)

17
XD
INETREIT @ 0.1269 (3/12/21)

24
XD
BGC @ 0.11 (9/12/21)
ICN @ 0.10 (9/12/21)
PRM @ 0.08 (9/12/21)
S11 @ 0.10 (9/12/21)
SPC @ 0.60 (9/12/21)
SPG @ 0.45 (7/12/21)
SPRIME @ 0.16 (8/12/21)

18
XD
RCL @ 1.50 (3/12/21)

25
XD
AMATAR @ 0.155 (14/12/21)
ARROW @ 0.10 (9/12/21)
BKI @ 3.00 (9/12/21)
B-WORK @ 0.1915 (13/12/21)
EPG @ 0.14 (8/12/21)
HPT @ 0.00818 (10/12/21)
IVL @ 0.25 (9/12/21)
KAMART @ 0.04 (9/12/21)
LHK @ 0.20 (9/12/21)
MAJOR @ 1.00 (9/12/21)
MCS @ 0.37 (9/12/21)
MNIT @ 0.025 (16/12/21)
PROSPECT @ 0.288 (9/12/21)
PTL @ 0.55 (8/12/21)
SUPEREIF @ 0.16839
(14/12/21)
TPP @ 1.00 (9/12/21)
WHA @ 0.0267 (9/12/21)
WHAUP @ 0.0925 (8/12/21)

19
XD
DCC @ 0.04 (3/12/21)
FTREIT @ 0.169 (2/12/21)
JASIF @ 0.22 (8/12/21)
STA @ 1.25 (8/12/21)
STGT @ 1.25 (7/12/21)

26
XD
ADD @ 0.15 (15/12/21)
FUTUREPF @ 0.10 (15/12/21)
PSL @ 0.50 (13/12/21)
TNDT @ 0.10 (7/1/22)
TNDT @ 1:2 (7/1/22)
TNH @ 0.50 (15/12/21)

30
XD
BKKCP @ 0.15 (17/12/21)
CPTGF @ 0.121 (17/12/21)
EGATIF @ 0.08 (17/12/21)
KBSPIF @ 0.202 (17/12/21)
TFFIF @ 0.06 (17/12/21)
TIF1 @ 0.15 (17/12/21)
TTLPF @ 0.3175 (17/12/21)

*Remark: Stock @ Dividend Baht per Share (Payment Date)
**Remark: Stock @ Existing Share:Stock Dividend (Payment Date)
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CG Report
Corporate Governance Report Rating (CG Score) as of 24 August 2021

Corporate Governance Report (CGR)
The disclosure of the survey result of the Thai Institute of Directors Association (“IOD”)
regarding corporate governance is made pursuant to the policy of the Office of the Securities
and Exchange Commission. The survey of the IOD is based on the information of a
company listed on the Stock Exchange of Thailand and the Market for Alternative
Investment disclosed to the public and able to be accessed by a general public investor.
The result, therefore, is from the perspective of a third party. It is not an evaluation of
operation and is not based on inside information. The survey result is as of the date
appearing in the Corporate Governance Report of Thai Listed Companies. As a result, the
survey result may be changed after that date, Asia wealth Securities Company Limited does
not confirm nor certify the accuracy of such survey result.
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CG Report
Anti-Corruption Progress Indicator (as of 24 August 2021)
Certified

Declared

Anti-Corruption Progress Indicator
The disclosure of the Anti-Corruption Progress Indicators of a listed company on the Stock Exchange of
Thailand, which is assessed by Thaipat Institute, is made in order to comply with the policy and sustainable
development plan for the listed companies of the Office of the Securities and Exchange Commission. Thaipat
Institute made this assessment based on the information received from the listed company, as stipulated in the form
for the assessment of Anti-corruption which refers to the Annual Registration Statement (Form 56-1), Annual Report
(Form 5 6 - 2 ) , or other relevant documents or reports of such listed company. The assessment result is therefore
made from the perspective of Thaipat Institute that is a third party. It is not an assessment of operation and is not
based on any inside information.
Since this assessment is only the assessment result as of the date appearing in the assessment result, it
may be changed after that date or when there is any change to the relevant information. Nevertheless, AWS does
not confirm, verify, or certify the accuracy and completeness of the assessment result.
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CG Report

Definition of Ratings
Equity:
BUY
TRADING
TRADING BUY
SELL

"BUY" The current price is lower than intrinsic value with 10% return expected.
"TRADING" The current price is lower than intrinsic value with an expected return of 0% - 10%.
"TRADING BUY" There are issues that have a positive effect on the share price in the short-term or it is likely
to revise earnings estimate although the current price is higher than intrinsic value.
"SELL" The current price is higher than intrinsic value.

Sector:
OVERWEIGHT "OVERWEIGHT" due to expecting higher returns than the market.
NEUTRAL
"NEUTRAL" due to the expected return that is equal to the market.
UNDERWEIGHT "UNDERWEIGHT" due to expecting lower returns than the market.
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This Report has been prepared by Asia Wealth Securities Company Limited (”AWS”). The information in here has been obtained
from sources believed to be reliable and accurate, but AWS makes no representation as to the accuracy and completeness of
such information. Information and opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice. AWS does not accept any
liability for any loss or damage of any king arising out of the use of such information or opinions in this report. Before making your
own independent decision to invest or enter into transaction, investors should study this report carefully and should review
information relating. All rights are reserved. This report may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any person in a ny
manner for any purpose without permission of AWS. Investment in securities has risks. Investors are advised to consider carefully
before making investment decisions.
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